
Tools & Controls for the 
Professional Technician

Bad Ass Bags - CTB25
A box of 25 contractor trash bags. 42 gallon, 

3 mil. These come with a flap top for easy 
tying. Bags are individually folded for easy 

grabbing

1/4" x 1/4" Humidifer Solenoid - UHS99
24V Solenoid direct replacement for the 
Aprilaire 4040 and any other 1/4" x 1/4" 

compression humidifier solenoid. Fittings are 
thread sealed and installed

Black Expanding Hose - BX50
This new and improved expanding hose is 

perfect for any contractor's truck. Lightweight 
and durable. Brass fittings include a ball valve. 

50' - and it shrinks to 25' when water pressure is 
removed - no bringing water back to the truck

FlexConnect - FlexCon34-6/FlexConBULK
A no-glue/adhesive coupling for 3/4" PVC 

condensate lines. Provides access for drain 
clearing on new installs where required. Great 

for repairing cut lines in a hurry

CO2 Cartridges - 12 Pack - CO2-12
These pack a punch. A 12 pack of CO2 

cartridges compatible with ESP's DLG-1 or any 
industry drain line gun

Drain Line Gun - DLG1 
Easy to carry drain line gun 

makes clearing clogged lines a 
breeze. Standard tapered tip 
cleans lines from 3/8" to 3/4"

ESP Stat Guards
Mini, Small, Medium, and Large 

available in clear, steel, or stainless 
steel. 

Contact: Alex Newkold        
Phone: (937) 898-0391

Email: alex@espcompany.com

QuickBlast - QB1
Condensate isolation and blow out valve. 

Simply turn the valve 90 degrees to isolate, 
provide pressurized nitrogen or CO2 

upstream, then downstream, and open the 
valve back up. Line is clear and clogs are 

history



9" jumpers perfect for relays, capacitors, or 
anything else.  14 gauge, factory crimped, 

and high heat rating on wire

Superior Smoke Emitters 

We carry 1A, 2B, and 3C smoke emitters. 
Order in intervals of 12. 

High Pressure Control Hose - HPCH-XX
UL Rated to 1000 psi working, 5000 psi burst. 
These pressure control hose come in various 

lengths - 12", 18", 24", and 36". POE, 
Alkylbenzene, and Mineral Oil approved. Avoid 

common issues caused by vibration on pressure 
connections

Propane Charging Hoses - SHOSE-XX
These charging hoses are rated for propane, and 
because of their small diameter, there is minimal 

charge loss in the hose. Great for any crytically 
charged HFC or HCFC system as well

Square air switch tubing - SQAST-(SIL)-5 
5' of 3/16", no-kink square neoprene or 

silicone air switch tubing.
-40 to +300 F temp rating (neoprene)
-100 to + 500 F temp rating (silicone)

Air Switch Tubing Repair Kit
Replace corroded tubing without replacing the 
entire tube. Contains 2 each of the following: 3" 

square silicone, 3" square neoprene, double 
barb fitting

Board Removal Tool - BRT10
This dual sided tool compresses the two most 

common sizes of standoffs in the industry. 
Precision designed and drilled for perfect 

compression every time

Collapsible Trash Bag
40 gallon capacity. Heavy duty. Collapses to take 

up minimal truck space when not in use. 

Jumper 6 Pack - JUMP6

Absorbent Pads, 25 pack - ABSP25
A 25 pack of absorbent pads in a 

resealable container. Great for 
cleaning up oil or any other liquid




